Dilation Frequency in a Population of Salmonella enterica Rapidly Approaches Steady State With or Without Recombination
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ABSTRACT

Tandem duplications are among the most common mutation events. The high loss rate of duplication suggested that the frequency of duplications in a bacterial population (1/1000) might reflect a steady state dictated by relative rates of formation (kF) and loss (kL). This possibility was tested for three genetic loci. Without homologous recombination (RecA), duplication loss rate dropped essentially to zero, but formation rate decreased only slightly and a steady state was still reached rapidly. Under all conditions, steady state was reached faster than predicted by formation and loss rates alone. A major factor in determining steady state proved to be the fitness cost, which can exceed 40% for some genomic regions. Depending on the region tested, duplications reached 40–98% of the steady-state frequency within 30 generations—approximately the growth required for a single cell to produce a saturated overnight culture or form a large colony on solid medium (10^9 cells). Long-term bacterial populations are stably polymorphic for duplications of every region of their genome. These polymorphisms contribute to rapid genetic adaptation by providing frequent preexisting beneficial mutations whenever imposed selection favors increases in some gene activity. While the reported results were obtained with the bacterium Salmonella enterica, the genetic implications seem likely to be of broader biological relevance.

TANDEM genetic duplications are probably the most common mutation type in terms of their rate of formation and their frequency in an overnight culture. Roughly 10% of cells in an unselected laboratory culture of Salmonella enterica carry a duplication of some chromosomal region and 0.005–3% have a duplication of a specified gene (Anderson and Roth 1977). The situation may be even more extreme in humans, whose genomes contain hundreds of copy number variations (CNVs) (Sharp et al. 2005; Korbel et al. 2007; Kidd et al. 2008). The phenotypes caused by duplications can be detected by selection and contribute to fitness whenever growth is limited by quantity or activity of a particular protein (Sonti and Roth 1989; Tlsty et al. 1989; Andersson et al. 1998). Selected increases in gene copy number can enhance the likelihood of point mutations that further increase fitness by providing more targets for change (Roth et al. 2006; Sandegren and Andersson 2009; Sun et al. 2009).

Little is known about duplication formation or why duplications are so frequent in unselected populations. Duplications form frequently between separated sequence repeats, suggesting a role for homologous recombination (Figure 1, top). For example, the most frequently duplicated regions of the chromosome of S. enterica are those between copies of the rrrn cistrons, with 6.5 kb of nearly identical sequence (Anderson and Roth 1981). In contrast, less common duplications arise between regions with little or no sequence homology, whose formation seems unlikely to require recombination (Kugelberg et al. 2006). The role of recombination in duplication formation has been difficult to assess because previously duplication assays depended on recombination proficiency. New assays described here suggest that duplications can form without homologous recombination even when extensive sequence repeats serve as junction points. Duplication loss occurs at ~1% per generation and is essentially eliminated in recA mutant strains (Anderson and Roth 1981), which lack a catalyst of strand invasion that is essential to homologous recombination in otherwise normal strains. Exchanges like those leading to duplication loss can also further amplify gene copy number (Figure 1, bottom).

This study was initiated to test the possibility that duplication frequency in a population might reach a steady state dictated by the relative rates of formation (k_F) and loss (k_L), as diagrammed in Figure 2 (top). Initially, the fitness cost (growth deficit) of duplications was assumed to be small and was not considered. If rates of formation and loss dictate the steady-state duplication frequency (and fitness cost is negligible), steady state is expected when formation and loss are equivalent. This extreme situation is diagrammed at the top of Figure 2.
The contribution of fitness cost to steady states can be seen if one eliminates duplication loss by setting $k_L$ close to zero (as in a reca mutant). Under these extreme conditions (Figure 2, bottom), the duplication frequency can come to steady state if the duplication-bearing cell grows more slowly than the parent haploid. At this steady state, the formation of new duplications just compensates for decreases in duplication due to the growth deficit.

In discussing these predictions, one must realize that independent duplications of a particular locus may differ in endpoints and amounts of included flanking material (see Figure 3). The measured duplication formation rate for some locus is thus the sum of these separate rates. In contrast, loss rate is measured for an isolated mutant with one particular duplication type. The results described here suggest that for most regions, the variability of duplication types is small enough that one can use the aggregate formation rates and average loss rate in predicting the approach of duplication frequency to steady state.

The variability in size and fitness cost of duplications predicts that during prolonged growth, the new duplications added to the population will represent the full gamut of types and those with the greatest fitness cost will be lost preferentially. Thus with time, even near steady state, the frequency of lower-cost duplications will increase at the expense of those causing a slower growth rate. If small duplications have lower cost, the average duplication size should drop with time.

Results presented here suggest unexpected features of duplications. Homologous recombination contributes weakly to duplication formation but is almost essential for loss. Duplications can have a high fitness cost that contributes heavily (with formation and loss rates) to rapid establishment of steady-state frequencies. The growth required for a single cell to produce a saturated 1-ml liquid culture or a large colony on solid medium ($10^9$ cells) allows duplication frequency to approach steady state. The steady-state duplication frequency (typically 0.1% for any locus) can be considered a stable polymorphism that provides frequent copy number variants. These variants can contribute to rapid genetic adaptation whenever selection conditions favor increased gene activity. We expect that the general conclusions regarding steady-state duplication frequencies will apply to copy number variation in any organism. A proposal for rapid evolution of new genes by means of selective gene amplification has been described previously (Bergthorsson et al. 2007).

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

**Strains and media:** All strains were derivatives of *S. enterica* (Typhimurium) strain LT2. Primary strains are listed in Table 1. Rich medium was Luria broth (LB) with antibiotics as described below. The chromogenic β-galactosidase substrate 5-bromo-4-chloro-3-indolyl-β-D-galactopyranoside (X-gal) was obtained from Diagnostic Chemicals, Oxford, CT and used in plates at 40 μg/ml.

**Determining increases in duplication frequency during extended growth periods:** Three duplication assay methods are described in **Appendix A.** The Ka-Ka assay was used for reported experiments, but its results were confirmed by both

---

**Figure 1.—Formation and loss of duplications.** Duplications are thought to arise by exchanges between separated elements on sister chromosomes. These elements vary in size from several base pairs to multiple kilobases. Once a duplication is in place, the extensive sequence repeats are subject to unequal recombination events between sister chromosomes that can lead to loss of the duplication (reversion) or to further increases in copy number (amplification). Both loss and further amplification are expected to occur at the same rate ($k_L$).

**Figure 2.—Conditions maintaining a steady-state duplication frequency.** (Top) Every chromosomal region is subject to duplication that converts a haploid cell (H) to one with a duplication (D). The concentrations of H and D cells increase with growth rate constants $\mu_H$ and $\mu_D$. Haploid cells give rise to duplications with rate constant $k_F$ and diploids lose their duplication with the rate constant $k_L$. (Middle) When growth rates of haploid and diploid cells are equal, duplication frequency is dictated by rates of formation and loss, since $k_F \approx k_L$. (Bottom) When duplications cannot be lost by reversion ($k_L = 0$), a steady state can be reached if duplication strains grow less rapidly than haploids and formation rate balances growth deficit.
Fitness cost measurements: All strains carried a recA mutation to prevent duplication loss and a plasmid (pSIM5) encoding phage lambda recombination functions (Red), which were repressed during growth and induced during the final duplication assay. It was assumed that, while a recA mutation reduces all growth rates slightly, it did not affect the relative fitness of duplication and haploid strains. Control experiments showed that recA effectively prevented duplication loss. Over the entire growth period, <3% of cells lost the lac duplication on F<sub>128</sub> and <0.001% of cells lost chromosomal duplications. The haploid control strain carried a chromosomal Kan<sup>R</sup> insertion to ensure that differences in growth rate were not due to the Kan<sup>R</sup>. Overnight cultures were diluted 800-fold into 6 wells of a 96-well plate containing LB with 10 µg/ml chloramphenicol (to maintain the repressed Red plasmid) and growth rates were measured using a Synergy HT plate reader (Bio-Tek). The culture plate was incubated at 30° with continuous shaking and absorbance at 650 nm was read at 15-min intervals. For each strain, the growth rate measurement was repeated for a minimum of three independent clones. The standard deviation of the relative rates was <0.02.

The small fitness costs of lac duplications on plasmid F<sub>128</sub> were also determined by the more sensitive method of direct growth competition between each of four duplication strains and the haploid parent strain (Figure 4). Strains to be compared were made recA to minimize duplication loss during growth and each was genetically tagged with either a tetracycline or a spectinomycin resistance cassette inserted into the chromosomal proAB genes. Results were the same with reversed tags. Five 3-ml tubes of LB medium containing 10 µg/ml chloramphenicol were inoculated with 10<sup>5</sup> cells of each of the two strains to be competed. After an overnight growth cycle, the culture was diluted and the process repeated for multiple passages. After each cycle, samples were plated for single colonies on LB plates, which were then printed to a tetracycline and a spectinomycin plate, to determine the ratio of the two cell types.

The relative fitness was calculated using a spreadsheet simulation in which virtual populations were started at the input ratios used in the actual experiment. In the simulation, haploids and diploids were allowed to double at distinct rates (µ<sub>D</sub> and µ<sub>H</sub>). The duplication formation rate (k<sub>D</sub>) was set to zero because recA duplication strains produce essentially no haploid cells from which new duplications could form. In the experiment, new duplications were also ignored in that the haploid cells were counted without regard to any new copy number variants, which would be rare and growth impaired. The duplication loss rate (k<sub>L</sub>) was essentially zero due to recA, but was set to the low rate measured for the specific duplications being analyzed. To determine relative fitness, the relative growth rate of haploid and diploid cells (µ<sub>D</sub>/µ<sub>H</sub>) was varied in the simulation, until a value was found that predicted the ratio of cell types determined in the experiment. The ratio of growth rates or relative fitness (µ<sub>D</sub>/µ<sub>H</sub>) allowed estimation of the duplication growth rate (µ<sub>D</sub>).
### TABLE 1

**Strains used in this study**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Strain</th>
<th>Genotype</th>
<th>Source or reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TR10000</td>
<td>Wild-type <em>S. enterica</em> (serovar Typhimurium) LT2</td>
<td>Lab collection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TT22240</td>
<td>recA63::Tn10ATc</td>
<td>This report</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TT25467</td>
<td>his-644(ΔOGDCBHAF) pro-621/F128 pro+ lacH650::Ka(sw, Kn+), lacZY′/pSIM5(Cm+), ΔlacIZ652::Kan(sw) lacA653::(Cm+, O recA)</td>
<td>This report</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TT25468</td>
<td>his-644(ΔOGDCBHAF) pro-621 recA650::Gnt(sw)/F128 pro+ lacH650::Ka(sw, Kn+), lacZY′/pSIM5(Cm+)</td>
<td>This report</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TT25469</td>
<td>his-644(ΔOGDCBHAF) pro-621 recA651::Rif(sw)/F128 pro+ lacH650::Ka(sw, Kn+), lacZY′/pSIM5(Cm+)</td>
<td>This report</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TT25478</td>
<td>pyrD2266::Tn10(Tc′Kn) recA650::Gnr(sw)/pSIM5(Cm+)</td>
<td>This report</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TT25479</td>
<td>pyrD2266::Tn10(Tc′Kn) recA650::Gnr(sw)/pSIM5(Cm+)</td>
<td>This report</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TT25486</td>
<td>argH1823::Tn10(Tc′Kn)/pSIM5(Cm+)</td>
<td>This report</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TT25487</td>
<td>argH1823::Tn10(Tc′Kn) recA650::Gnt(sw)/pSIM5(Cm+)</td>
<td>This report</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TT25706</td>
<td>argH1823::Tn10(T-Recs) recA650::Gnt(sw)</td>
<td>This report</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TT25707</td>
<td>pyrD2266::Tn10(T-Recs) recA650::Gnt(sw)</td>
<td>This report</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TT25791</td>
<td>Wild-type LT2/F128 lacH650::Ka(sw, Kn+), lacZY′ recA651::Rif(sw)/F128 pro+ IS3::Rif(sw)</td>
<td>This report</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TT25792</td>
<td>leuD21 proB1657::Tn10 recA650::Gnt(sw)/F128 pro+ IS3::Rif(sw)</td>
<td>This report</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TT25794</td>
<td>recA651::Rif(sw)/F128 lacH650::Ka(sw, Kn+), lacZY′</td>
<td>This report</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TT25996</td>
<td>argH1947::Lac[lacH650::Ka(sw,Kn+), lacZY′]/pSIM5(Cm+)</td>
<td>This report</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TT25997</td>
<td>argH1947::Lac[lacH650::Ka(sw,Kn+), lacZY′] recA650::Gnt(sw)/pSIM5(Cm+)</td>
<td>This report</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TT26002</td>
<td>pyrD2827::Lac[lacH650::Ka(sw,Kn+), lacZY′]/pSIM5 (Cm+)</td>
<td>This report</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TT26003</td>
<td>pyrD2827::Lac[lacH650::Ka(sw,Kn+), lacZY′] recA650::Gnt(sw)/pSIM5 (Cm+)</td>
<td>This report</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TT26004</td>
<td>argH1947::Lac[lacH650::Ka(sw,Kn+), lacZY′] pyrD2826::Kan recA650::Gnt(sw)/pSIM5 (Cm+)</td>
<td>This report</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TT26007</td>
<td>argH1947::Lac[lacH650::Ka(sw,Kn+), lacZY′] pyrH2378::Kan recA650::Gnt(sw)/pSIM5 (Cm+)</td>
<td>This report</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TT26009</td>
<td>pyrD2827::Lac[lacH650::Ka(sw,Kn+), lacZY′] pyrH2378::Kan recA650::Gnt(sw)/pSIM5 (Cm+)</td>
<td>This report</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TT26013</td>
<td>his-644(ΔOGDCBHAF) proA670::sw-SpeI recA650::Gnt(sw)/F128 pro+ lacH650::Ka(sw,Kn+), lacZY′] IS3::Kan(sw)/pSIM5(Cm+)</td>
<td>This report</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TT26057</td>
<td>his-644(ΔOGDCBHAF) proAB1657(TrR) recA650::Gnt(sw)/F128 pro+ lacH650::Ka(sw,Kn+), lacZY′] IS3::Kan(sw)/pSIM5(Cm+)</td>
<td>This report</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TT26058</td>
<td>his-644(ΔOGDCBHAF) proAB1657(TrR) recA650::Gnt(sw)/F128 pro+ DUP2086[lacH650::Ka(sw,Kn+), lacZY′] IS3::Kan(sw)/pSIM5(Cm+)</td>
<td>This report</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TT26061</td>
<td>his-644(ΔOGDCBHAF) proAB1657(TrR) recA650::Gnt(sw)/F128 pro+ DUP2086[lacH650::Ka(sw,Kn+), lacZY′] IS3::Kan(sw)/pSIM5(Cm+)</td>
<td>This report</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TT26065</td>
<td>his-644(ΔOGDCBHAF) proAB1657(TrR) recA650::Gnt(sw)/F128 pro+ DUP2067[lacH650::Ka(sw,Kn+), lacZY′] IS3::Kan(sw)/pSIM5(Cm+)</td>
<td>This report</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TT26066</td>
<td>his-644(ΔOGDCBHAF) proAB1657(TrR) recA650::Gnt(sw)/F128 pro+ DUP2067[lacH650::Ka(sw,Kn+), lacZY′] IS3::Kan(sw)/pSIM5(Cm+)</td>
<td>This report</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TT26069</td>
<td>his-644(ΔOGDCBHAF) proAB1657(TrR) recA650::Gnt(sw)/F128 pro+ DUP2067[lacH650::Ka(sw,Kn+), lacZY′] IS3::Kan(sw)/pSIM5(Cm+)</td>
<td>This report</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TT26070</td>
<td>his-644(ΔOGDCBHAF) proAB1657(TrR) recA650::Gnt(sw)/F128 pro+ DUP2067[lacH650::Ka(sw,Kn+), lacZY′] IS3::Kan(sw)/pSIM5(Cm+)</td>
<td>This report</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(continued)
frequencies of cells that had lost either the KanR or the Lac+ phenotype. The total generations of nonselective growth were calculated from the total cell number in the colony.

To determine the loss rate constant, kL, a spreadsheet simulation was run in which a virtual single duplication-bearing cell grew and produced new haploid segregants. The simulation used previously measured growth rates of parent duplication cells and derived haploids (μD1 and μD2). The spreadsheet keeps track of the entire population of haploid and duplication cells. Haploids were assumed never to reach a frequency sufficient to contribute significantly to formation of new diploids. The value of kL in this spreadsheet was varied until the simulation predicted the frequency of haploid cells that was observed experimentally (after a number of generations equal to that measured for the experimental colony).

Both the experiment and the spreadsheet simulation ignored formation of new diploids, assuming that the small size of the haploid segregant population and the low duplication rate made this negligible. In this experimental assay, any new duplication arising from haploid segregants would retain the haploid phenotype, either KanR Lac− or KanR Lac+, and would not be scored as a duplication (KanR) (Lac−). Jackpots were not an issue in the simulation since fractional numbers of haploids were allowed. In the colonies, jackpots were minimal because segregation rates were so high. The median kL value among five colonies was taken as the kL value for that strain; these values showed very little variance.

Predicting kD and the steady-state frequency on the basis of frequency after 33 generations: The kD value was estimated from the rate at which duplications accumulate in a culture grown from a single haploid cell. This value was the most difficult to determine because newly formed duplication cells grew more slowly than the parent and were rapidly lost by segregation (kL is typically ~1000-fold higher than kD). In addition, our methods for determining duplication frequency required ~105 cells, which necessitates ~30 generations of growth before the first measurement could be made. The value of kD was estimated using a simulation in which a virtual colony was grown from a single haploid cell dividing at measured rate μD1 and producing diploids that grew at measured rate μD2. Duplications formed and disappeared at rates kD (unknown) and kL (described above). At each haploid generation, the number of haploid and duplication-bearing cells was calculated. The value kD was varied until the frequency of duplications predicted for haploid generation 33 of the simulation equaled that observed at the corresponding point in the actual culture. The value of kD determined in this was used as one estimate for the strain being tested. Essentially, the simulation used the measured values of kL, μD1, and μD2 with the measured duplication frequency (D/H) at generation 33 to estimate kD and the expected steady-state frequency for the particular duplication. The simulation avoided Luria-Delbruck fluctuations by using fractional cell numbers. The solid lines in Figure 5 indicate the trajectory of duplication frequency based on this simulation. The trajectory was set to agree with the measured frequency at generation 33. The values obtained using the spreadsheet simulation are verified quantitatively below.

## RESULTS

### Genomic regions assayed: Duplications described here affected three sites: two in the chromosome and one on plasmid F128. The argH gene is located between direct repeats of the 6.5-kb rrn repeats and is among the most frequently duplicated sites in the chromosome (>1% in unselected cultures) (Anderson and Roth 1981). The pyrD gene is far away from any rrn locus and has a low duplication frequency of ~0.005% in an overnight culture. The lac operon of Escherichia coli on plasmid F128 was chosen because amplification of this

---

### TABLE 1
(Continued)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Strain Genotype*</th>
<th>Source or reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TT26073 his-644(ΔQGDCBHAf) proAB1657(TcR) recA650::Gnt(sw)/</td>
<td>This report</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F128 pro+ DUP2069(lacI4650::Ka(sw,KnR), lacZY+)–IS3BCjoin–</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ΔlacI4652::Kan(sw)/pSIM5(CmR)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

“sw” designates alleles in which the normal sequence was replaced by a drug resistance determinant. “T-Recs” designates a derivative of Tn10 with a CmR determinant and a constitutive (O") recA allele inserted into the middle of the Tn10 tetA gene, rendering the strain sensitive to tetracycline and resistant to chloramphenicol. “lacI4650::Ka(sw,KnR)” refers to a lac gene replaced by a promotorless kanamycin resistance determinant. “Te-Kn” designates a Tn10Tc element in which a KnR determinant is inserted in the tetA gene, rendering the strain sensitive to tetracycline and resistant to kanamycin. The “pSIM5(CmR)” plasmid carries the recombination genes (red) of phage lambda.

---

Figure 4.—Three genomic loci assayed for duplication accumulation. The argH locus is between direct-order copies of the 6.5-kb rrn genes. The lac locus lies between repeated direct-order copies of the IS3 element (~131 kb apart) on a low copy conjugative plasmid (F128), whose transfer replication origin is responsible for intense recombination on the plasmid (Selbert and Porter 1984b; Syvanen et al. 1986; Carter et al. 1992). The chromosomal pyrD locus is not flanked by major repeats and is likely to be typical of most regions of the chromosome.
region plays a major role in reversion of lac under selection in the Cairns system (Cairns and Foster 1991; Hendrickson et al. 2002; Sleichta et al. 2003; Kugelberg et al. 2006). Like the argH gene, the plasmid lac region is flanked by large repeats (IS3, 1258 bp) and by clusters of shorter (30-bp) Rep elements (Bachellier et al. 1999; Koroid et al. 2003). The lac locus is duplicated in ~0.2% of cells in an unselected culture.

**Duplication frequency approached a steady state in both recA+ and recA− strains:** During prolonged growth of recA+ strains, the frequency of duplications reached a steady-state level for all of the three regions tested as

---

**Figure 5.—** Accumulation of duplications in long-term cultures. Cultures initiated with a single haploid cell grew in LB with constant dilution to maintain the culture in midlog phase. The duplication frequency was determined using the Ka-Kan assay. Circles are for a recA+ haploid parent and triangles are for a recA− mutant parent. Since the duplication assay required a large population size, the earliest time point at which an assay could be made was 33 generations. The plotted lines describe the duplication accumulation predicted by a spreadsheet simulation using the measured D/H (at 33 generations) and the measured fitness cost and duplication loss rate. Measurement of these values is described at the bottom.
seen in Figure 5 (see data points for recA+ strains). The data for recA mutant strains is described later. The solid lines describe the duplication accumulation predicted from a simulation that takes into account fitness costs and measured rates of duplication formation and loss. The close fit between experimental data and predicted accumulation should be noted; the simulation is described later.

All three loci were assayed in unselected cultures grown for extended periods in rich medium with continuous dilution to maintain a constant cell density (turbidostat). The several assay methods used are described in appendix A. The duplication frequency data presented were obtained using the Ka-Kan method and results for individual strains were confirmed by the other tests (T-Recs and drug-in-drug); all three methods gave closely comparable frequencies. In the Ka-Kan method, each tested strain has a copy of the lacZ-region at the test site (inserted at argH or pyrD or present on F' lacI). The lac gene was replaced by a kanamycin resistance determinant lacking both a promoter and an initiation codon (Ka), leaving cells phenotypically KanR and Lac+ (expressed constitutively). A duplication of this site was identified by a Red-mediated transformation in which an introduced single DNA strand provided a promoter and initiation codon for Ka and thereby conferred drug resistance (KanR). Inheritance of the promoter fragment also generated a deletion extending into the lacZ gene, causing a Lac- phenotype. In identifying duplications, haploid Ka recipient cells (KanR, Lac+) gave rise to KanR Lac- transformants.

Recipient cells with a duplication of the tested site gave rise to KanR transformants that remain Lac+ by virtue of their second copy of the region: (KanR, Lac+) (KanR Lac+). This method can be used in either recA+ and recA− strains since recombination mediated by the Red functions of phage lambda (recombineering) is independent of RecA (Court et al. 2002).

The Ka-Kan assay required that strains carry genes for the Red recombination system of phage lambda. These genes were repressed during growth of the population and were induced only immediately before duplication trapping. To be certain that these Red functions did not contribute to duplication formation or loss (especially in recA mutant strains), measured duplication frequencies were confirmed using a transduction-based duplication assay, T-Recs (see appendix A).

In the T-Recs assay, an otherwise wild-type recA mutant is grown nonselectively to allow accumulation of duplications of any of the test loci (pyrD+, argH+, or lac+). Cells with a duplication were identified by a P22-mediated transduction cross that introduced a chloramphenicol resistance gene (CmR) insertion into the locus being tested (pyrD·: CmR, argH·: CmR, or lac·: CmR). The element carrying CmR (T-Recs) also includes a constitutively expressed functional recA+ gene. The RecA function produced from the transduced fragment allows the donor allele to recombine with the chromosome of the recA mutant recipient. Recipient (recA) cells with no duplication gave CmR transductants that were defective for the function of the test locus (Pyr−, Arg−, or Lac−). Recipient cells with a duplication formed during pregrowth gave CmR transductants that inherited the donor insertion allele in one copy of the test locus but retained a functional test allele in the other. Using this assay, duplications were found to accumulate at the same rate as that inferred using the Ka-Kan assay. A third assay, (drug-in-drug; appendix A) also confirmed the results in Figure 5. The steady-state frequency of the lac duplications was also independently confirmed by quantitative PCR amplification of the predominant duplication junction fragment (between IS3C and IS3A).

Use of the T-Recs assay gave further evidence that Red functions (used in the Ka-Kan assay) do not contribute to duplication formation. The duplication accumulation measured by T-Recs after 30 generations of a recA strain was the same with and without the Red plasmid. (A brief induction of Red functions at 42°, as used in the Ka-Kan assay, caused no increase in the assayed duplication frequency.) Thus Red functions appear to make no contribution to duplication formation even when fully induced.

The rate of duplication loss was also not affected by Red functions. Duplication strains with a recA mutation showed essentially no duplication loss (described below) and this negligible rate was not increased by a plasmid providing the repressed Red genes (lambda recombination functions) even after a 15-min period of induced Red expression. Thus the Red functions carried by strains for the Ka-Kan assay did not contribute to either formation or loss of duplications. The ability of Red to contribute to efficient transformation but not internal rearrangement is expected since Red-mediated transformation seems to require a high concentration of input fragments (Court et al. 2002).

Estimating the duplication loss rate (kL): Independent duplications of a particular locus can include different amounts of material within which an exchange can lead to loss (Figures 1 and 3). Therefore, one might expect different duplications to show different loss rates. These rates were measured for a series of independent duplications of each locus, trapped using the Ka-Kan transformation method described above (see also appendix A). Five single colonies of each duplication strain (KanR, Lac+) were tested for the loss of either the Lac+ or the Kan+ phenotype during colony formation growth (~23 generations) on nonselective LB plates (see MATERIALS AND METHODS). After growth, the entire colony was plugged and used to estimate total cell number and frequency of accumulated haploid cells. The frequency was used to estimate loss rate (kL), using a spreadsheet simulation (see MATERIALS AND METHODS). The magnitude of the correction made by
this simulation varies with the growth rate of each particular duplication tested, which can be very different even for two duplications of the same locus. In each case the fitness defect of the particular strain was used in estimating its loss rate. In general, fitness costs were greatest for duplications of argH where the uncorrected \(k_L\) value was two- to sevenfold higher than the value obtained taking fitness into consideration. For all other loci the corrections were less than twofold.

The duplications described in Figure 6 were isolated and tested for loss rate in the same genetic background (either recA or recA\(^\ast\)), because rates of duplication loss will be used to assess the approach to steady state in strains with and without RecA. The duplications whose loss rate is shown in Figure 6 appeared to be structurally similar regardless of their origin. All duplications tested showed a loss rate that is highly dependent on RecA (see below).

Role of homologous recombination (RecA) in duplication loss: The homologous recombination function RecA has been shown repeatedly to be important for the exchange events leading to duplication loss (Anderson and Roth 1979). This was confirmed by the observation that duplications isolated in a recA mutant background showed a very low loss rate (Figure 6), while those isolated in recA\(^\ast\) strains showed a rather high but variable loss rate (0.003–0.06/cell/generation). All of these duplications, regardless of their origin (recA\(^\ast\) or recA\(^\ast\)), seem to be qualitatively the same. That is, the unstable duplications isolated in recA\(^\ast\) strains become stable when a recA allele is added and conversely stable duplications arising in recA strains show a typical high loss rate when a recA allele is provided. Furthermore, duplication formation rates are similar in recA\(^\ast\) and recA\(^\ast\) backgrounds (see below). The primary effect of RecA is on duplication loss.

For the chromosomal argH and pyrD loci, no case of duplication loss was observed in the absence of RecA (<10\(^{-9}\)/cell/division). The few cases of recA-independent loss of a lac duplication on F\(_{128}\) (9 \(\times\) 10\(^{-4}\)) may reflect deletions arising on the plasmid, which has a very high rate of genetic rearrangement stimulated by its conjugal replication origin (Silver et al. 1980; Seifert and Porter 1984a,b; Tlsty et al. 1984; Carter and Porter 1991; Carter et al. 1992).

Estimating the rate constant for duplication formation (\(k_F\)): At early points in the growth of haploid strains, duplication frequency is low and therefore the number of duplications lost is negligible. This should in principle allow an estimate of duplication formation rate based on the initial accumulation rate. However, because available assay methods require a large population, the earliest time in the growth period at which a frequency could be measured was \(\sim 30\) generations. The measured frequency of duplications at this time point (33 generations) is marked on the curves in Figure 5. At this point, duplication frequency estimates can be seriously influenced by duplication loss and growth rate differences (duplication fitness cost).

To assess \(k_F\), the measured frequency at 33 generations was corrected for effects of duplication loss and growth rate differences. The correction was made using a spreadsheet simulation in which a virtual haploid cell was allowed to grow (at rate \(\mu_H\)) and form duplications at rate \(k_F\) (not yet determined). The simulation uses determined growth rates for haploid and diploids (see below) and the estimated loss rate \(k_L\) (determined above). The unknown formation rate (\(k_F\)) was varied in that simulation until the duplication frequency (D/H) at 33 generations equaled that experimentally determined frequency at this point in the growth period. The \(k_F\) values for the three loci are presented in Figure 5 (see solid curves). By running the simulation past the 33-generation point, the approach to steady-state frequency can be predicted.

Figure 5 shows that the simulation predicts a trajectory and a steady-state duplication frequency that matches the experimentally measured increase in the frequency of duplications. This agreement suggests that the four parameters (\(k_F\), \(k_L\), \(\mu_H\), and \(\mu_D\)) are sufficient to explain the observed accumulation of duplications. As expected if these four variables dictate accumulation, different loci (whose duplications behave differently) show distinct values of \(k_F\) and attain different steady states at distinct rates. For example, lac duplication frequencies in recA strains reached only 40% of the steady-state value after 33 generations, while argH duplication frequencies in recA\(^\ast\) strains reached 98% of the steady-state value. The relationship between the...
approach to steady state and the four parameters also
agrees with the analytical treatment of duplication
accumulation seen below.

Role of RecA in duplication formation: Table 2
shows average rates of duplication formation for each
locus and the effect of RecA. It was surprising that
duplication rates dropped so little in a recA mutant. The
recA mutation essentially eliminates homologous re-
combination in otherwise normal strains and was seen
above to eliminate duplication loss at all three loci
(Figure 6). This raises a question regarding the mech-
nisms underlying duplication formation.

The pyrD locus lacks major flanking sequence re-
peats and may be typical of most chromosomal loci; pyrD shows the lowest duplication formation rate and a
rather low dependence on RecA. The lac locus (with
flanking 1.3-kb repeats) shows a nearly 100-fold higher
duplication rate (in recA+), but only slightly higher
dependence on RecA. The high duplication rate for lac
may reflect both the presence of the IS3 repeats and
the stimulatory effect on recombination of DNA ends
generated by the plasmid conjugative transfer origin.

Most surprising is the behavior of the argH locus, which
lies in the midst of four direct-order rna repeats (each
6.5 kb). The duplication rate for argH is 1000-fold
higher than that of pyrD and but shows essentially no
dependence on RecA. The high rate of argH duplica-
tion is consistent with the presence of large, direct-
order rna repeats (see Figure 4), but the lack of
dependence on recombination suggests that ex-
changes between rna loci may often arise without
standard recombination.

Attaining a steady-state duplication frequency in the
absence of RecA: Initially it was expected that the
steady-state duplication frequency would be dictated
tightly by relative rates of formation and loss (kF/kL).
This expectation is contradicted by the effects of a recA
mutation seen in Figure 5 (see data points for recA
mutant strains). The recA mutation had a minor effect
on formation (kF) and essentially eliminated loss (kL). If
the initial expectation had been correct, then a recA
mutation should have caused a great increase in the
steady-state duplication frequency (kF/kL) by severely
reducing kL and modestly reducing kF. The reverse is
seen in Figure 5: the recA mutation reduced steady-state
duplication frequency for all tested loci. This suggested
that another factor must contribute to establishment of
the steady state.

Role of fitness cost in approach to steady state: The
fitness cost of duplications appears to be the missing
contributor to attainment of steady state. If duplication
strains grew more slowly than the haploid parent, then
the frequency of duplications could reach a steady state,
even when there is essentially no reversion (kL = 0). This
is described in Figure 2 above. Steady-state frequency
can be reached when increases caused by de novo
duplication formation counterbalance decreases caused by
slower growth of the duplication strains. Under condi-
tions that allow both reversion rate and fitness cost to
contribute, a steady state is expected when the formation
rate balances the combined effects of duplication loss
rate and growth deficit. The approximate relationship is
that steady-state frequency (D/H)w = formation rate/
(loss rate + fitness cost). To test this, duplications were
first tested for fitness cost.

Fitness costs of duplications: Growth rates were
measured for independently formed duplications of
each of the three genomic regions being tested (see
Figure 7). Some of those duplications were isolated in a
recA mutant background and others in a recA+ parent
strain as described above. All those from the recA+ strain
received a recA mutation just before the growth rate test
to prevent duplication loss during growth. Without this
stabilization, haploid segregants (with higher growth
rates) quickly overgrew cultures and obscured the effect
of the duplication on growth rate. In estimating
duplication fitness effects in recA mutants, it is assumed
that, even though the recA mutation reduced growth
rate slightly, the ratio of growth rates for diploid and
haploid strains was independent of recombination.
Relative fitness was the ratio of the growth rate of a
duplication strain (μD) and that of the isogenic haploid
parent (μH).

In Figure 7, it can be seen that strains with duplica-
tions of lac on the F' plasmid are nearly as fit as the
haploid parent (median cost is ≤3%). This might be
expected since the plasmid carries no essential genes.
Of the 17 lac duplication strains tested, 14 extend

| Duplicated locus | Duplication formation rate (kF)+ based on frequency after 33 generations recA+ | recA- | RecA effect on duplication formation (Rec+/Rec-)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>pyrD</td>
<td>4.6 × 10⁻⁶</td>
<td>1.6 × 10⁻⁶</td>
<td>2.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lacZ</td>
<td>3.0 × 10⁻⁵</td>
<td>2.7 × 10⁻⁵</td>
<td>11.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>argH</td>
<td>2.0 × 10⁻⁵</td>
<td>1.9 × 10⁻⁵</td>
<td>1.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*This kF value is based on the duplication frequency after 33 generations corrected for growth rate differences and kL using a spreadsheet simulation.
fitness cost of a duplication relative to its haploid parent. The general contribution of the two effects to steady state is \(D/H\) = formation rate / (loss rate + fitness cost).

An exact mathematical description of the accumulation process is derived in Appendix A. The expression in Equation 1 describes the relationship between the four variables measured \((k_F, r_L, \mu_D, \text{and } \mu_D)\) and the steady-state ratio \(R_n = D/H\), where \(D\) is the number of duplication-bearing cells and \(H\) is the number of haploid parent cells in a culture,

\[
\alpha = \frac{\alpha / \beta}{R_n} + \left[1 - \alpha\right]R_n + R_n^2,
\]

where

\[
\alpha = \frac{\mu_H k_F}{\mu_D r_L}
\]

is the contribution of formation/loss

\[
\beta = \frac{\mu_H k_F}{(\mu_H - \mu_D)}
\]

is the contribution of fitness cost.

The term “\(\alpha\)” represents the ratio of new duplications formed to duplications lost by segregation and thus describes the contribution of formation and loss to the steady-state \(R\) value. This rate depends on growth because it is assumed that formation and loss events occur during chromosome replication and should be expressed per cell division. The correction for different growth rates is relatively small in most cases. The term “\(\beta\)” relates the formation rate to dilution rate attributable to fitness costs. Thus, it represents the contribution of fitness cost to the steady-state value.

To visualize how formation/loss rates and fitness cost contribute to the steady state, one can plot “\(\log \alpha\)” vs. “\(\log \beta\)” and examine steady state and time to half steady state, \(1/2\), expected for each point in this design space (Savageau et al. 2009). In Figure 8, the value of \(log R_n\) is represented by color as described at the right. The sensitivity of \(R_n\) to changes in \(\alpha\) and \(\beta\) defines four regions (regions A–D in Figure 8). In region A, the value of \(R_n\) depends heavily on relative fitness \((\mu_D/\mu_H)\) and less on formation/loss rates (on changes in \(\beta\) and less on changes in \(\alpha\)). In region B, \(R_n\) depends heavily on formation/loss rates \((\alpha)\) but less on fitness cost \((\beta)\).

Also shown in Figure 8 are the positions in this space of the loci assayed here. The experimental values for the \(argH\) region in a RecA+ strain place the point in region A of the design space, showing that fitness cost \((\beta)\) is the major determinant of the steady-state duplication frequency. That is, the steady state rises as fitness cost decreases, but steady state is not sensitive to changes in the formation/loss rates. The \(pyrD\) and \(lac\) regions in RecA− strains are located in regions A and B, respectively, but near the boundary between these regions. Thus, these strains exhibit a mixed contribution from both fitness cost \((\beta)\) and formation/loss rates \((\alpha)\).
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Figure 8.—Design space diagram for visualizing effects of fitness and formation/loss on steady-state duplication frequency.

Figure 9.—Design space diagram for visualizing effects of relative fitness ($\beta$) and formation/loss rates ($\alpha$) on time required for duplication frequency ($B$) to reach one-half of the final steady state ($t_{1/2}$).

**DISCUSSION**

The results presented here reveal several unexpected properties of duplication mutations:

1. Duplication formation ($k_F$) depends only weakly on recombination, even when junctions reflect exchanges between rather extensive separated sequence repeats (1–6.5 kb). This observation suggests that mechanisms other than homologous recombination can undergo duplication formation (even when long repeats are involved). We suggest that this occurs by a stepwise process initiated by a tandem inversion duplication, in which deletion events generated the junctions found in the final simple duplication (Kugelberg et al. 2006, 2010).

2. Duplication loss rate ($k_L$) depends heavily on recombination, probably because exchanges occur between very long sequence repeats (>40 kb). Loss is frequent because of the length of these sequences and the use of an active system of homologous recombination. Longer duplications are expected to have higher loss rates since they present larger targets for recombination.

3. Duplications have a surprisingly high, but locus-dependent fitness cost. Most previous discussion of bacterial duplication frequency in rich medium has assumed neutrality, but the steady states described here depend heavily on fitness costs as well as high formation rates. The fitness cost of duplication has been recognized for higher organisms since the advent of genome sequences (Emerson et al. 2008; Conrad et al. 2009). The variability of cost for different duplications suggests that cost is due to toxicity of particular gene products when overproduced or when present in an inappropriate ratio to the levels of other products. One may expect that in...
TABLE 3

Comparison of observed and analytical values for duplication steady state

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Locus tested</th>
<th>RecA genotype</th>
<th>$R_{33} = D/H$ ratio after 33 generations ($\times 10^4$)</th>
<th>Loss rate $k_1$ ($\times 10^3$)</th>
<th>Relative fitness $\mu_D/\mu_H$ (average)</th>
<th>Formation rate $k_F$ ($\times 10^3$)</th>
<th>Steady-state frequency $R_e = D/H$ ($\times 10^4$)</th>
<th>Time to one-half steady state ($t_{1/2}$) (in generations)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>pyrD</td>
<td>recA</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>14.0</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>recA</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F' lac</td>
<td>recA</td>
<td>28.7</td>
<td>44.0</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>17.4</td>
<td>38.7</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>recA</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>2.12</td>
<td>7.9</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>recA</td>
<td>81.8</td>
<td>8.0</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>50.0</td>
<td>75.0</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>recA</td>
<td>71.0</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>43.4</td>
<td>80.0</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* These values were determined directly.

* These $k_1$ values were determined with the aid of a spreadsheet simulation to correct for growth rate differences.

* Duplications described were isolated in either a recA or recA" as indicated. Relative fitness was determined in recA mutant derivatives using a spreadsheet to correct for loss rate. For the pyrD and lac loci, each presented value is the median value for several independent duplication strains. Because the argH duplications fell into two classes, the average value is presented.

* This value uses the determined $R_{33}$ to define an uncorrected initial rate.

* This $k_F$ value was determined using a spreadsheet simulation. After 33 generations in the simulation, this $k_F$ value produces a duplication frequency equal to that observed after 33 generations of growth.

* This $k_F$ value was calculated using the mathematical description (APPENDIX B) and solving for $k_F$ using measured values of fitness and $k_1$ with the measured values of $R_e$ after 33 generations.

* This value of $R_e$ is determined by direct observation of the data points in Figure 5, without any corrections.

* This value of $R_e$ is predicted by the spreadsheet simulation using a $k_F$ that produces the observed frequency at generation 33 (see plot in Figure 5).

* This value of $R_e$ is calculated using the mathematical description (APPENDIX B), the “raw” unmanipulated value of $R_{33}$, and the assayed values of $k_1$ and relative fitness.

* This is estimated on the basis of an approach to the raw steady state frequency and the raw $k_F$.

* This is estimated on the basis of the trajectory of the spreadsheet simulation obtained using the corrected $k_F$ and the measured relative fitness.

* This value is calculated using the mathematical description and on the basis of unmanipulated values of $R_{33}$, $k_1$, and relative fitness.
general larger duplications will have higher costs simply because they are more likely to include toxic genes. We cannot exclude the possibility that the growth deficits measured here for duplications are due to occasional lethality of duplication-bearing strains. The fitness costs were estimated in strains with a recA mutation, which is known to cause some cell death. It is possible that the recA defect causes more frequent cell death in duplication cells than in haploid cells.

4. Duplication frequency comes to a steady state dictated by a high formation rate \( k_F \) balanced in part by a high loss rate \( k_L \), but primarily by the high fitness cost of duplications. During the period of 30 generations required for a single cell to form a saturated 1-ml culture or a large colony on solid medium (10^6 cells), duplication frequency for a particular locus reaches >40% of the steady-state level.

**Duplications can form between extensive repeats without RecA:** Duplications form frequently even without the benefit of recombination (RecA). This is true even for regions between fairly extensive repeats such as the chromosomal argH locus flanked by repeated rrn loci (6.5 kb) and the lac locus flanked by IS3 sequences (1.3 kb) on plasmid F_{128}. At least some duplications of these regions have hybrid rrn or IS3 sequences at their junction (data not shown). A model for RecA-independent formation of duplications between large and small sequence repeats will be described in detail elsewhere. In this model, a RecA-independent mechanism generates frequent large deleterious structures (symmetrical tandem inversion duplications, stID) of the form ABCDD' C'B' A'BC (where each letter represents a block of sequence). These stID structures are usually lost, but can be stabilized by join point deletions (Kugelberg et al. 2006, 2010). Deletions extending between different points in the flanking direct repeats remove both inversion junctions and generate a new junction of a simple duplication. Duplication formation can be RecA independent regardless of the nature of the junction sequences, because RecA is not needed for either the initial duplication or the deletions that generate the ultimate junction.

**Stable polymorphisms in bacterial populations:** The process by which duplication frequency reaches steady state should, in principle, affect all mutations. That is, mutation frequency increases due to formation and drops due to reversion and counterselection. However, point mutations arise and revert at very low rates and steady state is expected only after extensive growth periods. The steady-state duplication frequency should, in principle, affect all mutations. That is, the process by which duplication frequency reaches steady state is expected only after extensive growth. The steady-state duplication frequency should, in principle, affect all mutations. That is, the process by which duplication frequency reaches steady state is expected only after extensive growth.

The steady-state duplication frequency described here is predicted to also apply to higher copy number variants of the affected locus. Recombination events that cause duplication loss can also generate higher levels of repeat amplification (Figure 2) and are expected to occur at the same rate \( \sim 10^{-2}/cell/division \). The mathematical treatment described here can predict the steady-state frequency of cells with higher copy numbers. If one assumes that fitness costs of added copies accrue by a constant factor, it is estimated for the lac region of F_{128} that in an unselected steady-state population, one cell in 10^4 would have eight or more lac copies. Thus when 10^4 cells are plated on medium selecting for increases in lac level, 100 of those cells are expected to have many lac copies at the moment of plating.

**Implications of duplication polymorphisms for the effect of selection on bacterial populations:** Point mutations that increase the level of a particular enzymatic activity are rare, arising at perhaps 10^-9/cell/division (affecting a few base pairs of the relevant gene). Yet increases in the level of that activity are easily achieved by the copy number changes discussed here, whose formation rates are 1000- to 10^4-fold higher. In addition, the polymorphisms described above provide a high frequency of potentially beneficial duplications to even a very small population. Such variants are already present at a substantial frequency when selective conditions are first imposed. Selection detects small improvements and causes an exponential increase in mutant frequency. Since further copy number increases occur at such a high rate (order of 10^-2/cell/division), amplification is quickly favored as the population expands. The fitness cost of duplications, noted here, does not prevent these selective effects.

As diagrammed in Figure 10, positive selection for increased copy number causes an increase in duplication frequency even if the benefit provided under selection is less than the underlying fitness cost of the duplication. That is, duplication steady-state frequency prior to selection is a balance between net formation rate (relative to loss) and fitness cost. When selective conditions allow extra copies to provide a growth improvement, duplication frequency is expected to increase (due to the offset of general cost). Further increases in the steady-state frequency can be enabled by deletions that reduce the size of the duplicated region, but leave the positively selected gene. Deletions shorten the repeated unit and thereby reduce both fitness cost...
Figure 10.—Effects of selection and duplication remodeling on steady-state frequency. The steady-state duplication frequency is determined (at left) by a balance between rate of formation ($k_F$) on one hand and combined rates of loss ($k_L$) and counterevolution on the other hand. This steady-state frequency is expected to increase if conditions change so that some gene in the duplicated region provides a fitness increase. The frequency increase is expected even if the benefit is smaller than the cost, because cost is offset by formation. Frequency is also expected to increase if the size of the repeated unit is reduced by deletions, which should both reduce fitness cost and the rate of duplication loss $k_L$.

and the rate of duplication loss. This selective remodeling of duplications has been described previously (Kugelberg et al. 2006).

We thank Allan Campbell, who pointed out that our initial thinking about steady-state duplication frequency was numerically unsanitary. We believe that inclusion of fitness cost will satisfy his concerns, A.B.R. thanks Rosemary Redfield for instruction in use of spreadsheet simulations in the study of bacterial populations, J.R.R. thanks Richard Lewontin for asserting (30 years ago) that bacteria are boring subjects for population genetics because there can be no stable polymorphisms without sex and diploidy. His comment has been worrisome, ever since, but perhaps the steady states described here will help fill the bacterial polymorphism gap. This work was supported by National Institutes of Health grant GM27068.
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APPENDIX A: ASSAYS FOR DUPLICATION FREQUENCY

Three distinct assay methods were used to determine the frequency of cells in a population that carry a duplication of a particular locus. Each of these assays can be used in strains that are deficient in recombination ability (recA+). While most reported data were obtained using the Ka-Kan assay, congruent results were obtained with the others.

The T-Recs assay: This assay is an improved version of an earlier method in which a transductional cross traps a preexisting duplication in the recipient cell population (Anderson and Roth 1981). In the modified version, the Tn10 is replaced by variant element (T-Recs) that includes a recA+ gene and a chloramphenicol resistance (CamR) cassette. The recA+ gene is constitutively expressed due to a point mutation in its operator region. An inserted T-Recs element can be transduced into a recipient strain lacking RecA function. The transduced fragment carrying the T-Recs element expresses the RecA protein required for recombination with the chromosome. Thus a recA+ mutant population, grown without RecA function, can be assayed for accumulated duplications by selecting CamR of T-Recs and scoring the fraction of transductants that retain both the functional recipient allele and the defective donor allele. Recombination ability is restored only during the period of the assay.

The chromosomal genes analyzed for duplication formation are ones required for growth on minimal medium (argH and pyrD). The plasmid gene lacZ is required for growth on lactose. The donor strains carried a T-Recs (CamR, RecA+) element inserted into the lac loci (e.g., argH, pyrD, or lacZ). Transductants resistant to chloramphenicol (CamR) are selected on LB–chloramphenicol medium (see Figure A1). Duplications were detected by replica printing the transduction plates to minimal chloramphenicol medium. Most recipient cells are haploid for the assayed locus and inherit with CamR the growth defect of the donor (arg+, pyr+, or lac+). Recipient cells with a duplication of the assayed locus inherit CamR but remain phenotypically arg-, pyr-, or lac+ by virtue of the unaffected second copy. Such trapped duplications can be selectively maintained on minimum medium with chloramphenicol. The CamR transductants that do not acquire the metabolic defect of the donor are scored as duplications. As originally done, this assay requires recombination-proficient (RecA+) cells to support the transduction cross that traps the duplication, but the use of T-Recs insertions allows the assay to be done in a recA mutant recipient.

To assay duplication of lac on plasmid F128, the donor carried a KanR replacement of lacZ and a T-Recs (CamR, RecA+) element inserted in lacZ. Transductants were selected on rich medium containing kanamycin and X-gal. The duplication frequency was determined by counting the number of blue (duplications) and white colonies (haploids).

The T-Recs assay may slightly underestimate duplication frequencies, since occasional transductants into a duplication-bearing recipient may inherit the donor CamR (RecA) element in place of both copies of the duplicated region. This problem seems to be small since very similar duplication frequencies are inferred when this assay is compared to those described below.

The Ka-Kan assay: This assay detects duplications using a transformation cross, mediated by the recombination (Red) functions of phage lambda (recombineering), provided by a plasmid (pSIM5) that is carried (with repressed Red genes) by all strains being assayed (Court et al. 2002). The strategy is described in Figure A2. The locus whose duplication frequency is to be tested is disrupted by insertion of a lac operon whose lacI gene has an inserted kanamycin-resistance determinant lacking a promoter (this is designated Ka to indicate lack of expression). A strain carrying this insertion expresses LacZ constitutively due to its repressor defect. The donated fragment carries a promoter for the Ka gene flanked on one side by sequence within the Ka determinant and on the other side by sequence in the middle of the lacZ gene. Inheritance of the donor promoter generates a KanR phenotype and simultaneously creates a lacZ deletion (as diagrammed in Figure A2).

In a recipient cell that is haploid for the test locus, this transformation generates selectable KanR transformants with a Lac+ phenotype. In recipient cells with a duplication of the test locus, the recombination event produces the KanR lacZ deletion in one copy, while the undisturbed other copy provides a Lac− phenotype. Thus the fraction of Lac+ cells among the KanR transformants indicates the frequency of lac duplications in the recipient population.

Since Red-mediated transformation (recombineering) does not require RecA function, this assay can be used in recA mutant cells. This assay requires that the cells being tested carry a plasmid encoding the Red functions. These functions are not expressed during
growth of the culture and duplication accumulation, but are induced in the course of the transformation cross used to detect duplications. The Red functions are not expected to contribute to duplication formation or loss (even if induced) since induction of these functions does increase duplication segregation in recA strains or allow segregation in strains carrying a recA mutation. The frequency of transformants observed following Red induction seems to depend heavily on the high copy number of the introduced fragment.

This assay was done using a synthesized 130-base single-stranded donor fragment. On the basis of work of Court and colleagues, these crosses appear to affect a single replication fork region and thus are not expected to remove preexisting duplications as can occur in the transduction assays above (Yu et al. 2003). In this assay, the duplication is not selectively held, since selection is made for KanR and the Lac phenotype is scored visually. It is possible that this assay misses duplications that happen to be lost early in the growth of the transformant clone, leading to underestimation of duplication frequency. This problem is avoided in the next assay, in which both copies are held selectively.

The drug-in-drug assay: This assay detects and holds duplications selectively from the moment of the assay transformation. As in the Ka-Kan assay, duplications are trapped by a Red-mediated recombineering cross. The essence of the assay (see Figure A3) is that the assay site carries a resistance determinant for tetracycline (TetR) that is inactivated by insertion of a kanamycin-resistance determinant (KanR). Thus the assay strain is phenotypically KanR TetR. To assay duplication frequency, a short single-strand fragment (80 bases) is introduced that restores TetR by excising the KanR determinant from the test locus. A haploid recipient cell will become TetR, KanR.

However, a recipient with a duplication of the test locus will acquire TetR by an exchange in one allele and remain KanR by virtue of the unaffected second copy of the test locus. The transformed culture was plated on tetracycline medium to reveal the total transductant number. After overnight growth these plates were replica printed to medium with both tetracycline and kanamycin to reveal the fraction of the total that carry duplications. The counted duplications were kept under selection and have little opportunity to lose the duplication before they can be counted. In some assays, the recipient TetA locus was the TetA, TetR region of a Tn10 insertion, and in others the tetA tetR genes were PCR amplified from Tn10 and inserted directly into the test locus.

APPENDIX B: MATHEMATICAL MODELING OF DUPLICATION ACCUMULATION

The process of duplication accumulation was described, making the assumption that events of duplication formation or loss occur in a replication-dependent way and thus will depend on the relative growth rates of haploid and duplication-bearing strains. The basic model is described in Figure A1.

The equations describing the temporal behavior of the populations in Figure A1 are the following:
The drug-in-drug assay for detecting duplications in recA mutant strains. The locus to be assayed carries an inserted Tet<sup>a</sup> gene that is disrupted by a Kan<sup>R</sup> cassette. The assay strain carries this compound allele and a plasmid that encodes the Red functions of phage lambda (Yu et al. 2003). The assay consists of a transformation cross in which a single-stranded donor fragment is electroporated into the recipient assay strain. This fragment displaces the Kan<sup>R</sup> determinant and repairs the Tet<sup>a</sup> determinant, thereby converting a Kan<sup>R</sup>, Tet<sup>a</sup> allele into a Kan<sup>R</sup>, Tet<sup>a</sup> allele. Recipients with a duplication of the test locus gain Tet<sup>a</sup> (in one copy of the region) while retaining the Kan<sup>R</sup> phenotype (provided by the other copy).

\[
dH \frac{dt}{dt} = \mu_H(1 - k_H)H + \mu_D k_D D
\]

\[
dD \frac{dt}{dt} = \mu_D(1 - k_D)D + \mu_H k_H H.
\]

These can be used to characterize the duplication frequency as a function of time.

By combining the above equations, one obtains

\[
\frac{dR}{dt} = \frac{d(D/H)}{dt} = \frac{1}{H} \frac{dD}{dt} - \frac{D}{H^2} \frac{dH}{dt}
\]

or

\[
\frac{dR}{dt} = \mu_H k_F + \mu_D(1 - k_D)R - \mu_H(1 - k_H)R - \mu_D k_H R^2.
\]

At steady state, \(dR/dt = 0\), and the resulting expression can be written as

\[
\alpha = \frac{[\alpha]}{[\beta]}R + [1 - \alpha]R + R^2;
\]

where

\[
\alpha = \frac{\mu_H k_F}{\mu_D k_H} \quad \text{and} \quad \beta = \frac{\mu_H k_F}{(\mu_H - \mu_D)}.
\]

The parameter \(\alpha\) describes the contribution of duplication formation and loss \(k_F/k_H\) to the steady state if corrected for relative growth rates \((\mu_H/\mu_D)\). The extreme is the situation on the bottom right in Figure A2 when there is negligible fitness cost and there is a significant rate of duplication loss. The parameter \(\beta\) describes the contribution of fitness cost of a duplication to the steady state. The extreme is the situation on the top left in Figure B1 when \(k_H\) is near zero (as in a recA mutant strain) and there is a large fitness cost. The steady-state duplication frequency \((R_e)\) can exist in several different regions of this “design space,” depending on the values of the two aggregate parameters \(\alpha\) and \(\beta\). In each of these regions, the value of \(R\) shows a characteristic sensitivity to changes of the several parameters. These regions are described below and then graphed.

In region A, steady-state duplication frequency depends most heavily on fitness cost:

\[
R \approx \beta = \frac{\mu_H k_F}{(\mu_H - \mu_D)}.
\]

The boundaries of the region in which this form of \(R\) is dominant are

\[
\beta < \frac{\alpha}{1 - \alpha} \quad \text{when} \quad \alpha < 0.382
\]

\[
\beta < \sqrt{\alpha} \quad \text{when} \quad 0.382 < \alpha \leq 1
\]

\[
\beta < \frac{\alpha}{\alpha - 1 + \sqrt{\alpha}} \quad \text{when} \quad \alpha > 1.
\]

In region B, steady-state duplication frequency depends most heavily on relative rates of formation and loss:
\[ R \approx \left( \frac{\alpha}{1 - \alpha} \right) = \left( \frac{\mu_H h_f}{\mu_D h_L} \right) \left( \frac{1}{k_L} - 1 \right). \]

The boundary in this case is
\[ \beta > \frac{\alpha}{\alpha - 1 - \sqrt{\alpha}} \quad \text{when} \quad \alpha > 1.27. \]

Finally, in region D, steady-state duplication frequency depends on yet a different form of expression involving the aggregate parameter \( \alpha \),
\[ R = \sqrt{\alpha} = \sqrt{\frac{\mu_H h_f}{\mu_D h_L}}, \]
and the boundaries are given by
\[ \frac{\alpha}{\alpha - 1 + \sqrt{\alpha}} < \beta < \frac{\alpha}{\alpha - 1 - \sqrt{\alpha}} \quad \text{when} \quad \alpha > 1.27 \]
\[ \frac{\alpha}{\alpha - 1 + \sqrt{\alpha}} < \beta \quad \text{when} \quad 1 < \alpha < 1.27 \]
\[ \beta > \sqrt{\alpha} \quad \text{when} \quad 0.382 < \alpha < 1. \]

The four regions are diagrammed in Figure B2. In the body of this article, Figure B2 is repeated with \( R \) values represented in a heat map and the position of each locus studied here indicated in the plot. This graphical method has been described previously (Savageau et al. 2009).